Verb Review 1 (mixed including passive)

Yesterday, the mechanic called me to tell me that my car
_________________________ (fix). But when I ___________________ (go) to
pick it up, it ___________________ (be/not) there! Someone
_________________________ (steal) it. The mechanic
_________________________ (tell) me it ___________________ (steal)
while he ___________________ (talk) on the phone. Fortunately, it
_________________________ (find) a few hours later by the police.

Verb Review 2 (mixed including passive)

When I ___________________ (come) home yesterday, I was
really surprised. For my birthday, my husband ___________________ (give)
me a great gift. The floors ___________________ (wash), the kitchen
__________________ (clean), and dinner ________________________
__________________ (make). He ______________________________
(never/do) that before. I hope when I ___________________ (get) home
today, I ___________________ (have) the same surprise.